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ISZ I&T
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WE-STERN DISTRICT OF PENN.SYLVANIA

CALDON, INC.,

Plaintiff.

V.

ADVANCED MEASUREMENT &
ANALYSIS GROUP, INC. and
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY
LLC

Defendants.

O4-~
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

1951

tOMPLUiNT

TEM PARTIES

1. Plaintiff, Caldon, Inc. (hereinafter "Caldon") is a Pennsylvania corporation with a

principal place of business located at 1070 Banksville Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15216-3054.

2. Defendant, Advanced Measurement & Analysis Group, Inc. (hereinafter

"AMAG") is a Canadian corporation with its principal place of business located at 2396 Ddinwin

Drive, Mississauga, Canada.

3. Defendant, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, (hereinafter "Westinghouse")

is a limited liability company with its principal place, of business located at Monroeville,

Pennsylvania. Since 1999, Westinghouse has been wholly owned by BNFL, LLC, a British

Nuclear Fuels Company ("BNFT2'). On May 20, 2000, BNFL acquired the comnmercial nuclear

power business of ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power, Inc. (hereinafter -ABB"), and

integrated it into Westinghouse which became successor in interest to AB with regard to the

claims set forth herein.

Allegation No. NRR-200 -A CP
Concern Number:_________
Action Number: SS
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4. At all times material hereto Calion has been engaged in the invention, design,

manufacture and sale of ultrasonic measuring devices for the nuclear power industry and the

petroleum industry, among other.

5. Since its inception, one of Caldon's principal product lines has been a fine of

ultrasonic flow meter systems for use in nuclear power plants, which provide information used to

measure the flow of feedwater and ultimately the level of power generated by a power plant

(hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Caldon UMFvl).

6. Defendant AMAG manufactures a competing ultrasonic flow meter for sale to the

nuclear power industry ("the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM").

7. Defendant Westinghouse markets the AMAG CROSSELOW JTFM under an.

exclusive arrangement with AMAG. Westinghouse's acts, representations, orn~issions and

conduct which are hereinafter described. were undertaken on. behalf of itself and as a duly

authorized agent of AMAG acting within the course and scope of its authority.

JURISDICTION

S. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 15 U.s.c.

§ 1121L and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,.1338(a) and (b). This action is brought pursuant to Section 43(a)

of the Lanhamn Act, 15 U.-S.C. § 1125(a) and Section 4(a) of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15(a),

and a violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2.

VENUE

9. The venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.s.c. § 139 1(b) and (c).
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STATEMENT OF? FACTS

THE INMAL SUCCESS 2-P TIM CALDON UFM

10. Prior to the entry into the market of the Caldon OFM, the devices in general use

in the nuclear Power industry to measure and determine a nuclear power plant's power output

produced a calculated power rate which was generally considered to be accurate to withini an

average 2% margin of error.

11. In order to account for the 2% margin of error, nuclear power plant operators have

been required by the termis of the operating license& issued to them by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC") for nuclear power plants located in the United States, and by other nuclear

regulatory agencies for nuclear power plants located in other countries, to operate their nuclear

power plants so as never to exceed a power level 2% lower than the maximum analyzed design

limit. (This 2% lower level is referred to as the "Licensed Power Li.mit," the higher maximum

analyzed design limidt is referred to as the "Analyzed Limit").

12. The line of ultrasonic flow meters developed by Caldon, were far Tmore accurate

than the instruments previously in general use in the nuclear power industry.

13. Caldori's first UFM for use in nuclear power plants wag its LEFM 8300, which

was mounted on the external surface of a feedwater pipe and is referred to as an external UFM, is

accurate to a margin of error of ± 1.0%.

14. Caldon determined that the accuracy of its LTFM could be substantially improved

if it utilized a flow element that would be calibrated in a flow testing facility and welded into the

feedwater pipe, thereby removing uncertainties caused by the pipe thickness and other factors. It

therefore developed and began selling the internally mounted LEEM Check UFM, which is

accurate to a murgin of ex-or of ±-0.5%.

3
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15. Subsequently Caldon developed an enhanced version of its internally mounted

UFM called the LEFM Check Plus, which is accurate to a margin of error of +#0.3%.

16. Because of the need to increase electric power generating capacity in the Ulnited

States, the NRC hag been receptive to requests from operators of nuclear power generating

stations to "uprate" their power plants by increasing the Licensed Power Limit for their power

plants.

17. One category of uprates promoted by Caldon and approved by the NRC is

referred to in NRC documents as: "measurement uncertainty recapture (MtJR) power uprates"

which are achieved by the implementation of improved techniques for measuring reactor power

output to a higher degree of accuracy than previously possible.

18. As a result of the greater accuracy of the Cakion internally mounted tJF~s,

nuclear power plant operators which purchased a Caldon Check or Check Plu's UIM have been

successful in obtaining MUR power uprates from the NRC. The resulting uprates have allowed

nuclear power plant operators to increase their Licensed Power Limit by up to 1.7%, and

therefore, operate within 0.3% of the Analyzed Limit, resulting in an increased power generation

of 1.7%.

19. Each 0.1%1 increase in a power station's Licensed Power Limit has the effect of

increasing the revenues from sales of electric power from that power station by approximately

$200,000 per year for every 1,000 megawatts of power output.

20. Because of the beneficial economics of installing the Caldon UFM, Caldon

achieved substantial sales of its flow meters to approximately 40 operators of nuclear power

generating stations, and annual sales reached almost $12,000,000 by the end of 2000.

4
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21. Field experience with the Caldon UFM~s has demonstrated that Caldon's accuracy

claims urc true.

A xl A (;/WFSTIN(-HOUSK 'S COMPETITIVE RFSPONSE.

22. Therc are approximnatel y 450) operutirig nuclear power cnerating Plunms in thle

world.

23. Eac'h sale ol a: Cukiun 11M Lo one of these limited number or potential CUStomMr

perrrwnenilv eliminated u potemiul customer for the competing AMAG CROSSFLOW UTM.

24, In order to prevent Culdon from Ctipturing a ýignffica nr portion of the markiet

.\313 emb-arked upin u cami-paign to nip in the bud hthe competitive threat posed by Culdon,

25. Tlhis cam~paign to harm Culdon's ability to compete Consisted of, v campuient to

sell its AMAO CROSSPLOW UFM by (a) c.\aggerating its accuracy and (hi by disparaging

Caidon und the Culdon UF7M.

26. As hereinal'er morc fuilly set fotil, AMAG and We~stinghousc conducted a

c~a-rpaign of Lunfair competition and disparagement with the inicnt to destroy the Must promising

portion ul' Culdon's husincss and buisine~ss prospects hv maukirng e agecrated and inflated claIim%

concerninut tile aiccuracv ol the AMAG (RO8SIFLC)W LJFM and hy disparavirty the accuracy of

the Cuidon 11P.*F.

Y.AMAG developed an CN.Cternlly imounited ulua;sonic flow meter. which is;

MOUnit.d on thc outside surifa-ce W1 a 1'eedwutcr pipe, and which is called0 the ,\VA(A3

CROSSI-'LOW UFMe after the cross correlation technolouey up301 which if i.s baISed.

A.. AMAG and .\13t represented it) operators of nuulmar clectric power generatino

plants thit the AMAG CROSSFI.OW UFMV wits accurate to witliti j O).5'q margzin of error,

5
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which placed it in direct cornpe tition with Caldpn's LEFM CHECK and LEFM CHECK PLUS

LrJ.Ms.

29. After Westinghouse acquired ABB on May 2. 2000 it continued marketing the

AMAG CROSSFLOW IJFM and continued to represent to customers and potential customers

that it was accurate to within a 0.51% margin of eaor and that installation of an AMAG

CROSSIFLOW IUFM would allow the plant to obtain a power uprate from the NRC of

approximately 1.5%7.

30. For many years Westinghouse was and continues to be the dominant supplier to

the worldwide nuclear powcr generating industry of nuclear plant products and services

including fucl,.servicc and maintenance. instumurentation and control and nuclear plant design.

Westirniehouse has the world's largest installed base of operating nuclear power plants.

31. Because of its long-standing dominance of the worldwide nuclear power products

and services market Westinghouse's claims concerning the accuracy of the AMAG

CROSSFLOW UFN4 found ready acceptance in the nuclear electric power generating industry.

32. Because o1f Westinghouse's dominant position in thc industry and because the

externally mounted AMAG CROSSELOW UFM had certain Cost and installation advant .es

over Caldont.s LEFMV CHECK and CHECK PLUS UFMs. Westinghouse quickly succeeded in

capturing the nuclear power Markct f'or the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM. which displaced the

Culdon UFM as the preferred high accuracy UFM for use in that industry.

33. The key to Wcstinghouse's success in selling the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFMV

Was the acceptance in the industry of Westinghouse's representation that the AMAG UFM was

accurate to within a 0.5%v margin of error.

6
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34. Hiowever, AMAG and Westinghouse's representations regarding the 'accuracy of

the AMAG CROSSIFLOW UTFM were false and misleading because the AMAG flow meter is

based on technology which cannot achieve anything approximating the level of accuracy which

AMAG and Westinghouse claimed it could achieve.

35. The feedwater being measured by a tIFM typically does not flow at a uniform

velocity across the pipe, but rather is affected by various flow disturbances which cause

turbulence, swirls and eddies in the flowing feedwater and which cause the velocity of the. fluid

flowing axially down the pipe to vary spatially. The sum total of these variations in the velocity

of the feedwater is called the "velocity profile" of the feedwater.

36. T~he variations in the velocity profile of the feedwater create a small level of

uncertainty in the accuracy of the Caldon LJFM, but that uncertainty is within the margin of error

(0.5% for the LE1'M Check and 0.30/ for the LEFM Check Plus) represented by Caldon.

37. Velocity profile variation affects the accuracy of externally mounted UFMs such

as the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM to a much greater extent and can create an error in

measurement which can be three to five times greater than the 0.5% margin of error claimed by

AMAG and Westinghouse, for the CROSSELOW LTFM.

38. Westinghouse has repeatedly represented to the -nuclear power industry and

potential purchasers of its products that measurements with the AMIAG UFM were not materially

affected by variations in feedwater velocity profile, and claimed to have secret proprietary

information supporting its claim.

39. The claimn that the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM is riot materially affected by

uninterrupted changes in the velocity profile of the feedwater is false.

.7
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40. AMAG and Westinghouse either knew, or recklessly disregarded available

information from which they should have known, that their representations to potential

customers, that the accuracy of the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM was not materially affected by

variations in velocity profile, were false.

41. Because the false representations made by Westinghouse and AMAG wer'e

believed. Westinghouse began selling the AMAG CROSSIFLOW UFM and among its early

success were sales to Exelon Generating Company, LLC ("Exelon") for use ut its Byron and

Braidwood Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

42-. It was not long before the false claims being made by Westinghouse concerning

the accuracy of the AMAG CROSSIFLOW UFM were called into question by field performnance.

43. On September 29, 200)3 Exelon reported that Units I and 2 of its Nuclear Power

Grencrating Station located in Byron, IL ("Byron ( and 2") had been operating in excess of its

Licensed Power Limit because of inaccuracies in the measurement of feedwater flow using

A-MAG CROSSFLOW UF\1s.

44. Thc report stated that Byron I a'nd 2 had exceedcd their Li .censed Power Limit by

1.64%o and 0.420/ respectively.

45. On September 30. 2003, Excelon reported to the NRC that Unit 2 at its

Braidwood Nuclear Power Generating Station located at Bradenville. IL ("Braidwood 2") had

exceeded its Licensed Power Limit due to AMAG CROSSFLOW UFM's which failed to

perform to the claimed level of accuracy.

46. On March 30v 2004 Exelon reported that Unit I at Braidwood was also operatinci

in excess of it.% Licensed Power Limit due to inaccuracies in feedwater flow measurements made

by an AMACj CROSSIFLOW VF~M.

8
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47. The March 30. 2004 report covered both Units I and 2 at Braidwood and stated

that they had exceeded their Licensed Power Limit by Lup1o 1.07% and 1.21 % respectively.

48. On March 3 1, 2004, Exelon submitted a supplemental report to the NRC

regarding Byron I and 2, which revised the error percentage to 2,62% for Unit 1 and 1,88%7 for

Unit 2.

49. As a result of the reports submitted by Exelon and others that the AMAG

CROSSFLOW LTFMs were not as accurate as representcd by AMAG and Westinghouse, the

NRC organized a group called the Ultrasonic Flow Meter Allegation Task Group ("Task

Group"~) to Investigate whether the AMAG CROSSPLOW 1FN4 was providing the level of

accuracy represented by AMAG and Westinghouse.

50. During the course of its investigation the Task Group reviewed the performnance

of the Caldon UFMs as well as the AMAG CROSSFLOW UFMs.

51. On June 7, 2004 the Task Group issued its report on the Caldon tJPMs. The

report concluded that the Caldon Check was accuratc to a margin of crror of 0.4 7 0.5111 and the

Caldon Check Plus to a marain of error of 0.25 - 0.30%. The Task Group concluded the report

by stati ng,

"The Caldon LEFM Check Plus appears to be an improvement
over the LEEMI Check and the Task Group is reasonably confident.
either UFM will provide the anticipat~ed accuracy when properly
operated and maintained by trained personnel."

52. On July 1. 2004. the Task Group Issued its report concerning the AMAG UTFM&,

With respect to the claims of accuracy made by AMAG and Westinghouse. the Task Group

Stated:

'1'he Task Group doe$ not believe the claimed values are
adequately S.1SLUhTatiated for plant i nstal lation&s"

9
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53. With respect to the question whether there were reasonable assurances that the

AMIAG UFM was operating as expected, the Task Group answered:

"No. Some installations [of the AMAG UJFMJ have resulted in
extended overpower operation and the reasons are not yet
understood. The Task Group believes that crossflow use must be
restricted to certain plant configurations and/or operating
conditions, but the Task Group has not seen reasonable assurance
this will be accomplished."

54. Specifically the Task Group report on the AMAG CROSSFLOW UTFMs

concluded:

"Plant specific operating experience at Byron, Braidwood, and Fort
Calhoun indicates that the Crossflow UFM has not provided the
intended accuracy for feedwater flow measurement at these
facilities. Further, accuracy questions have arisen in some other
plant installations that use Crossflow UFMs and, in some cases,
theire ame questions regarding the basic design of the UJF1\s.

55. Westinghouse promoted the AMAG CROSSELOW UFM to the nuclear power

industry by making the following claims and representations, which were false when mnade:

(a) That the AMAG CROSSFLOW tIFM represented "proven technology."

(b) That the AMAG CROSSFLOW ITEM has a "1007o success rate."

(c) That the accuracy of the AMAG CROSSELO W LTFM on a single line is

0.4%.

(d) That the accuracy of the AMAG CROSSFLOW XT UFM is 0.3%.

(e) That the accuracy of the AMAG CRQSSPLOW UIFM was not materially

affected by unexpected variations in the velocity profile of the feedwater-

56. Despite the fact that the above-mentioned problems with the accuracy of the

AMAG flow meters were reported by the operators of at least five power plant operators, AMAG

10
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and Westinghouse continue to misrepresent the capabilities of AMAG CROSSELOW UTFMs to

customers.

VISPARGEENT OF CALDONUM

57. The transit-time technology on which the Caldon UFM was based was developed

by Westinghouse.

58. Caldon was formed in 1987 by a former Westinghouse executive who participAted

in the development of the transit-timne technology.

A9 In 1989 Caldon, purchased froma Westinghouse all of Westinghouse's rights to the

transit-tree technology which Caldon intended to further develop and to manufacture and sell

flow meters based on the technology to the nuclear power industry.

60. At the time Westirighouse sold the technology to Caldon, Westinghouse

considered it as a viable, promising technology, with great potential, especially for use in the.

nuclear power industry.

61. After Westinghouse began promoting the sale of the AMAG CROSSFLOW

UFM, it began a cam paign of disparagement against Caldon and the transit-time technology

which it had sold to Caldon.

62. This campaign of disparagement was carried out by publishing numerous false

disparaging statements including, but not limited to, the following:

(a) That Westinghouse sold the transit-time technology to a
small company, Cal~1on, because Westinghouse no longer
considered the technology to have long-term viability.

(b) The Caldon LEPM Check and Check Plus UTFMs were
overly sensitive to perturbations in the velocity profile of
feedwater.

(c) Radial and tangential components of the velocity profile of
the feedwater being measured may cause material

11
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inaccuracies in flow meters like the Cakion LJFMs, which
are based on transit-time technology.

(d) That inacculracies in the Caldon UFM can be expected to

cause overpower events.

63. .The foregoing false and disparaging claims were made in regulatory submissions

which were widely dissemninated to customers and potential customers and in written

communications distributed by Westinghouse to operators of nuclear power generating stations.

]DAMAGE TO CALDON

64. As a direct and proximate result of the false and misleading representations made

by AMAG and Westinghouse concerning the accuracy of the AMAGT UFM, Caldon has lost, and

continues to lose, substantial sales, revenues and income, has lost substantial goodwill in the

mar ket place, has been required to reduce research and development expenses, and has lost

valuable employees, all of which have caused severe damage to Caldon's business and business

prospects.

65. As a direct and proximate result of the above-mentioned disparaging statements

published and distributed by AMAG and Westinghouse, Caldon has lost, and continues to lose,

substantial sales, revenues and incomne, has lost substantial goodwill in the market place, has

been required to reduce research and development expenses, and has lost valuable employees, all

of which have caused severe damage to Caldon's business and business prospects.

12
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First;!Qlaim for Relief

Violation of Lanhwam Act 4 43(a). 15 U.S.C. § 11 25(a)

Caldon. Inc. y. Advanced Measurement and Analysis Grout,. Luc,
and Westinghouse Eloctric Comgany. LLC

Unfair Competition

66. Plajintiff hereby incorporates by reference the averments in paragraphs I throuigh

65 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

67. AMAG and Westinghouse have caused their activities, products and services as

hereinabove described to enter into commerce and interstate commerce.

68. AMAkG and Westinghouse's conduct and misrepresentations concerning the

accuracy of the AMAG UFhi constitute false description and false representation of the nature,

characteristics and quality of their product, within the meaning of Section 43(a)(2) of the

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(2).

69. When AMAG and Westinghouse made such false representations, they knew or

should have known that such representations were false and would tend to mislead and deceive

nuclear power plant 'operators to which they were marketing the product within the nuclear

power generating industry.

70. Upon information and belief, AMAG and Westinghouse have been transacting

and continue to transact business in this jurisdiction and elsewhere in interstate commerce, and

have been and continue to infringe the rights of Caldon in this jurisdiction and elsewhere in

interstate commaerce, and regularly have been and now do business and solicit business and

derive substantial revenue fronm goods sold, used and consumed in this jurisdiction and elsewhere

in interstate commerce.

13
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71. By reason of the foregoing, Caldon has been damaged in an amount to be

determined at trial, with such damages trebled as provided by statute.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment in its favor and against bath Defendants,

jointly and severally, in an amount to be determined at trial trebled, plus costs of suit, attorneys'

fees and interest.

Second Claim for Relief

Violation oqf Shermarl Antitrust Act. 15 U.S.C. § 2

Caldon. Inc. v, Advgnced Measurement and Analysis Group. Xnc,

and Wgstinghouse F-lectric CoMpany.LLC

72. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the avenrments in paragraphs I through

11 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

73. Defendants AMAG and Westinghouse engaged in the above-described acts and

conduct with the. specific intent to destroy Caldon as their only competitor in the high accuracy

UFM nuclear power generating market (the "Relevant Market") so that the Defendants could

monopolize that market with the A.MAG CROSSFLQW UTFM.

74. As the dominant supplier of products and scrvices to the -nuclear power generating

industry and as Caldon' s sole competitor in the Relevant Market, Westinghouse, on behalf of

itself and AMAG, possesses market power sufficient to create a dangerous probability of

monopolization of the Relevant Market.

75. Defendants' above-described acts and predatory conduct when coupled with the

specific intent to destroy competition in the Relevant Market from the Caldon UFM and the

dangerous probability of monopolizing that market, constitutes an unlawful attempt to

monopolize within the meaning of Section 2 of the, Shermann Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2.

14
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76. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants above-described unlawful

conduct, Caldon has been injured in its business and property within the meaning of Section 4 of

the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15(a) and is therefore entitled to recover threefold the damages

which Caldon has and will sustain, plus costs, attorneys' fees and interest.

WHIEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment in its favor and against both -Defendants,

jointly and severally, in an amount to be determined at trial trebled, plus costs of suit, attorneys'

fees and interest.

PICADIG S ILLER & NORTON, P.C.

JAMES W. KRAUS, ESQUIRE
Pa. L.D. No. 56881
4710 U.S. Steel Tower
600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-4000
(412) 288-2405 (Fax)

15
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ONIT rnagobFA17OmdEV cipoin

12/29/046'
KWONF OPIS IJ ONW

AMOUNT ___________ AP IF PW IUOGC ______________ 10 JJ3GE
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JS 44A REVIED OCTOBER, 1399

IN T=Z IJNtTD STATES DISTRCr COURT FOR THE1 WESTER DSTRICT OF PENNSYrLVANIA

THIS CASE DESIGNATION SHUET MUJST BE COwYLmTD

PART A
This cam beloop on the Ed*_ -Johnstown a k Uhsburgh) Calandar.

1. ERIE CALENDAR - IfCO e sOf action XaIw in ii, CoaUntics Of Cmawbrd. Elk Eric, Forest McKem. Vemago
or Warm, OR uMplahti or defendant resides in one ofield coamesi.

2. J019NFTOWN CALENDAR - If emis of action am* n te A .ceffsinas of Bedfrd, 8ial, Caznbgia Clearfield or
Sommust, OR an plaM3f or dafmudiant resides in ame at ndd counme.

3.. Complete If an EIMZ CALENDAR:, I cartilfr That the eaus of actionocm in Coutoy and
thetth* 'aides in County.

4. Complet if On JOHNSTWNi CALENDAB: 1, carft do th o tre aw of action N050 hI______
County and din dw residesl inuty

PART 3 (You on to eback ONE of the folOWingj)
).,..This cmseb reated to Nuxuber Jug
(~p..Tab case b no relaw to a pendig or Weminated cas.

DZFMrroNS OF XUEATZD CASES;
Cr/114 Civil cawes = darned elated whima csem filed felates to MpwMy included in acotk& suit, Or involves the
same lazan offset or b Vows out of die same trussctiona as wanoher sait or bInvolves the validity or hniftgement
of% paeuntluvolvw b 81&arnl
EMINENT DOMANI Ca.e in condptons closly located group. and Au common ownaihip goups which vill
Iend dmugslv. so comuIldnlan for til s1aW be deemed related.
marmA covitiS a CIVI RIGum., All abeasm cozsp. peditons fled by doe same indvkdua shal be deemed

related. All pro s. Civil Bigts actions by the ems WWdlI"a "hl be deeme related.

PAk1T C
W9ICATEGORY (Place x In oa* upplicable catgoiry).

(X)Antla= end 5~zitides Act Cozs
Labc&N.Mmagammnt RClatOns

3. ( ) HeaCOMMu
4. ()CH1PJ00
S. P= ) ~ S PCprgtand Tradstnk
& PEm kln *D omana
7. ( An AfotherWOWqustOOUseNA4 

ei
peodoca Ibblitassault.deIlanatims, -alluis praneeutlma d VAlae ro

9.~ ~ mm la nwusidecaniy, conract, and otha dW~verit cums
10, ( ) mam Collection Cases (shall include HEW Sbudens Loans (Education), VA OvetynwL"

Overpgymot of Socia Securty gnll cunt Overpaymn (Amy. Navy, etc.) HUD Loans, OAO
Lam (MheM T)Ws) Mortgnge Foreclomwts, "~.A-. Loans. CWI Penalties eid Coal Mine Penathy
and Racimation Fees)

I cgnily thagto the besto omy knowledgw the entres ont this Cam Designation S trae and Correct.

12/~ 29/04
Dat. C"-010 RNEY AT LAW

NOTM.. ALL SECTIONS OF g0TH SIDES MUST BE COMPUXTED BEFORE CASS CAN BE
PROCESS=D


